QUANTITATIVE ROCKFALL HAZARD AND RISK ANALYSIS IN SELECTED MUNICIPALITIES OF THE ČESKÉ ŠVÝCARSKO NATIONAL PARK, NORTHWESTERN CZECHIA

BLAHŮT, J., KLIMEŠ, J., VAŘILOVÁ, Z. (2013): Quantitative rockfall hazard and risk analysis in selected municipalities of the České Švýcarsko National Park, northwestern Czechia. Geografie, 118, No. 3, pp. 205–220. – Quantitative rockfall hazard and specific risk assessment of the selected municipalities within the České Švýcarsko National Park was performed using two rockfall hazard analysis modelling codes. CONEFALL and RockFall Analyst codes were used to delimit rockfall hazard regions. Specific risk to buildings was consequently assessed using results from the hazard analysis and literature-derived vulnerability values. Results of hazard and risk assessments for two nearby municipalities were compared and evaluated. Both models provide similar rockfall hazard values in areas characterized with relatively steep (36°–50°), convex and short slopes (up to 200 m). Whereas in regions with less steep (20°–35°), concave and longer slopes (about 350 m) the predicted rockfall hazard differs considerably. We argue that the results of the RockFall Analyst are more reliable due to complex input data and modelling approach which closely resembles the natural process of falling rocks on forested slopes. Differences in hazard assessment are further reflected in assigning risk values to exposed buildings, where CONEFALL is more conservative.


1. Introduction

Rockfalls represent fast-moving mass movements with high range of volume of involved rock mass ranging from few cubic centimeters to thousand of cubic meters (Katz, Reichenbach, Guzzetti 2011; Klimeš, Vilímek, Omelka 2009). Due to their high velocities (up to tens of meters per second), even low magnitude (i.e. small volume) events may be highly destructive with the potential to cause fatalities.

Variety of approaches has been used to assess rockfall hazard and risk on regional scale using GIS technology forming two main groups. The first one represents approach attempting to define an objective way to determine rockfall detachment areas and falling block size. To achieve this, following characteristics are being obtained and mapped on regional scale – slope dip, fracture spacing, geometric characteristics of the discontinuity sets and slope. Here belong early works combining series of factor maps (e.g. slope dip, discontinuity measurements) used for hazard mapping in structurally homogenous regions (Wagner, Oliver, Leite 1988). Increasing availability of accurate and detailed
Digital Elevation Models (DEM) was used for more complex rockfall hazard assessment models. They include deterministic approach to establish fracture densities and block geometry as continuous parameter into GIS suggested by Sturzenegger et al. (2007).

Second approach works with assumption that the location, size and shape of falling boulder are known. This may be entirely theoretical assumption or based on historical event description or detailed field research. This approach focuses on accurate description of falling block trajectories while travelling down the slope. It requires determining position of the rock block on the slope, its size, shape, volume, slope dip and characteristics of the boulder/slope surface interaction affecting its movement. Among those belong slope dip, surface characteristics and presence of obstacles including vegetation (Guzzetti et al. 2002; Bigot, Dorren, Berger 2009). Modelling results strongly depend especially on the DEM accuracy affecting spatial distribution of rockfall frequencies and therefore also hazard and risk assessment (Lan et al. 2010). Use of other than detailed and high precision LiDAR-derived DEMs may lead to partly misleading modelling results. Rockfall trajectory is described in 2D or 3D using fall height and speed as main characteristics. Moreover, geotechnical characteristics of the falling boulders may be required to describe its behavior (e.g. potential fragmentation) during the fall. Position of centre of gravity, uniaxial compressive strength and degree of weathering are being used for this purpose (Almeida, Kullberg 2011). Models calculate boulder speed, height over terrain, energy and number of passes for each spatial element of the map. Combination of both approaches is used for example in Almeida and Kullberg (2011) where multivariate statistics are used to evaluate fall probability and basic fall characteristics. Fall behavior is then modeled by automata-type algorithm using set of transition rules and probability distribution function to determine boulder behavior. Most of the above mentioned methods lack to consider stone shape, its fragmentation and interaction with barriers during the fall. Fragmentation of the rock block may cause overestimation of the kinetic energy by the model (Lan et al. 2010). Shape of the falling rock and trees considered as barriers for falling stones are incorporated into the Rockyfor.Net and Rockyfor.3D software (Bigot, Dorren, Berger 2009).

Sturzenegger et al. (2007) are suggesting simple way of using results of deterministic mapping of rock block size and geometry of potential rockfall for mitigation purposes. Its result allows mapping of areas with high probability of rockfalls with specific size and geometry. Simple rating system defining threshold values of rock block size is suggested to identify areas with high hazard potential of rockfalls. Unfortunately, no further details about this system, including threshold values are given. Almeida and Kullberg (2011) are using 1,000 simulations for each boulder to produce rockfall areas classified by rockfall frequency per pixel. Moreover, they rank source boulders in terms of rockfall initiation probability (static behavior), disintegration probability during the fall (dynamic behavior) and probability that fall of specific boulder will mobilize surrounding boulders. These characteristics are combined with run-out characteristics among which proximity of the fall boulders to the nearest houses is considered, to prepare expert hazard and risk rating of each boulder location. Lan et al. (2010) overlays rockfall frequencies, height and
kinetic energy raster calculated with Rockfall Analyst to obtain hazard classes along the railway track. Vulnerability of the elements at risk to the rockfalls needs to be described in order to perform risk assessment. It is quite difficult mainly due to the lack of historical data about caused damages which may be related to a specific rockfall event and highly variable and partly unknown (at least in the case of the regional analysis) technical properties of the exposed elements at risk. Despite of that, historical records about damages caused by rockfalls may be used to evaluate rockfall vulnerability (e.g. Cardinali et al. 2002). A quantitative approach to define the vulnerability of specific type of buildings (reinforced concrete buildings) was done by Mavrouli and Corominas (2010). In Switzerland the official hazard guidelines (OFAT, OFEE, OFEFP 1997) classify the hazard maps according to the return period of a rockfall and its intensity. The latter has two thresholds (30 and 300 kJ) which delimit three intensity classes of a building exposure. Below 30 kJ, only minor damage is expected. Between 30 and 300 kJ moderate to high damage to houses is expected. Above 300 kJ threshold total destruction of the house is likely. In this study, similar classification was used to delimit buildings at risk.

This article aims to perform quantitative rockfall hazard modelling and specific risk assessment to buildings of two highly exposed municipalities in the České Švýcarsko National Park in Northwestern Czechia. To do so, it tests regional and local scale rockfall modelling codes (i.e. CONEFALL and RockFall Analyst) to select the best suited approach for urban areas (Corominas et al. 2005). The spatial prediction of rockfall intensities (described by kinetic energy of falling blocks) and frequencies is done using high precision digital elevation model (DEM) derived from the airborne LiDAR data (České Švýcarsko National Park Administration, © TU Dresden, IFP).

2. Study area

The article focuses on the quantitative hazard and risk analysis of Hřensko and Dolní Žleb municipalities situated along the Elbe River Canyon in the Northwestern Czechia, just next to the border with Germany (Fig. 1). Hřensko is an important tourist destination, called the “gate” to the České Švýcarsko National Park (ČSNP). It is situated on the right river bank, where important international road (n. 62) leads to Germany. Dolní Žleb lies on the left bank of the Elbe River, just few kilometers from Hřensko. Administratively it is part of the Děčín town and it is connected with Germany by a railway.

The origin of rock slopes and the current form of the dissected sandstone relief of the study area results from the long-term dynamic development within a full range of spatial and time scales (e.g. Kalvoda, Zvelebil 1983; Zvelebil 1989; Vařilová, Zvelebil 2007) and affected mainly the sandstones of Late Cretaceous age (Cenoman, Lower and Middle Turonian age), which are part of the Bohemian Cretaceous Basin (e.g. Klein, Opletal, Pražák 1967; Valečka 1989). These massive block sandstones with sub-horizontal stratification are forming plateaus deeply dissected by the Elbe River and its tributaries along which canyons and rock cities developed. The Elbe River cannon developed by repeating episodes of downward erosion during lower and middle Pleistocene
due to climatic and partially also tectonic conditions (Kalvoda, Zvelebil 1983) resulting in development of complex river terraces system (Tyráček 2001). The canyon is up to 300 m deep and in some places also reaches the crystalline basement rocks (e.g. Paleozoic granitic rocks outcrop around the Dolní Žleb municipality). Its slopes are characterized by several levels of cliffs with height from few meters to tens of meters. High and almost vertical rock walls of deep canyons and on rims of plateaus make favourable conditions for geomorphic hazards occurrence. The various types of slope movements together with stream erosion and rock weathering are the main relief development processes within the study area. Relatively common rockfalls, in spite of being an integral part of natural development of sandstone slopes, represent a great danger for local inhabitants and infrastructure, including international transportation corridor throughout the Elbe River Canyon.

An integrated system for effective management of rockfall hazard respecting the nature conservation and enabling reasonable land use is under systematic development in this area. The scientific research and practical applications have been progressively established during the last 30 years (Zvelebil 1995; Zvelebil, Stemberk 2000) mainly within the Elbe River Valley and the Hřensko village. Knowledge of slope movement kinematics, principal processes participating in strength reduction and stability deterioration, within the rock masses of individual rock objects, as well as of its movement activity is essential for slope safety. The expert based rockfall hazard zoning is being performed in two steps. The first one includes geomorphologic and geological study of relief development and slope conditions resulting into definition of rockfall prone zones. The second step is an inventory of unstable rock objects within the rockfall prone zones using engineering-geological methods. It includes expert assessment of degree of stability of individual rock objects described on four-degree scale
In the long-term used control monitoring of slope movements proved to be a very effective tool as it enabled to detect characteristic features of movement activity in different stages of the process of rockfall preparation.

The two selected municipalities are situated on or just bellow slopes with different typical profiles (Fig. 2). In the case of the Hřensko municipality, the rock cliffs are usually outcropping in the middle or lower part of the slope with several rock faces (Fig. 3) and the slope below them is quite steep (36°–50°). It makes the slope generally of convex shape with locally slight concavity in the
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upper portion of the slope profile. In the Dolní Žleb case, rock cliffs outcrop on
the edge of the plateau in the upper most part of the slope and are followed by
slopes with dip between 20°–35° forming predominantly concave slope.

3. Material and methods

Two models were used to predict spatial probability of rockfall occurrences
and their intensity. For both models the potential rockfall sources were
identified on the LiDAR-derived DEM (České Švýcarsko NP Administration,
© TU Dresden, IPF). The data were acquired during spring 2005 with mini-
mum 1 measurement point per 1 m. For the modelling purposes a DEM with
a 5 meter resolution was used. This DEM was used as the basis for the entire
spatial analysis.

CONEFALL (Jaboyedoff, Labiouse 2011) modelling code enables regional
rockfall runout modelling based on simple Coulomb frictional model using
geometric rule called shadow angle or energy line. It assumes that rockfall
propagation areas can be modelled by analogy with a block sliding along a
slope (Heim 1932). It needs just a DEM, rockfall source areas, and boulder
size for the calculation. Rockfall source areas are represented as grid cells
and the rockfall runout zones are delimited on the DEM and represented as
a grid with various parameters. It is possible to obtain simple boolean runout
zone representation, number of contributing source areas, maximum or mean
velocity and energy rasters respectively. We used the calculated energy raster
to define the intensity of rockfall over modelled runout zones.

The second used modelling code named RockFall Analyst (Lan, Martin, Lim
2007), is an ArcGIS extension for 3D spatially distributed rockfall hazard mod-
elling applicable to both regional and local scale analyses. It models propagation
of a rock boulder over DEM using a “lumped mass” approach (Guzzetti et al.
2002) to simulate rockfall trajectories. The rockfall source areas are delimited
by a point or a line. After the simulation of rockfall trajectories (specifying the
parameters of the falling mass and properties of surface) a raster analysis of
the results can be performed, resulting in rockfall spatial frequency and hazard
rasters. Those can be subsequently used as inputs for the local risk analysis
(Lan et al. 2010).

RockFall Analyst uses characteristics of the slope surface affecting friction
of the falling block on the slope. Those were determined based on the litera-
ture review and basic information about land cover from the official digital
topographical database ZABAGED (www.cuzk.cz). The following classes were
used – forest, pasture/meadow and orchard.

Available rockfall inventory was used to define volumes of the single blocks
found on the accumulation areas of the rockfalls. This does not represent the
initial rock block size rather than its fragments which are assumed to move in-
dividually along the slope. The typical boulder size used for modelling purposes
was 2.5 m³. This corresponds to a rock block weight of 5,000 kg. It was assumed,
that a large falling rock breaks apart into smaller blocks of 2.5 m³ size.

Rockfall frequencies for the region of the Northwestern Czechia were calcu-
lated using historical data gathered in Špůrek (1967) and Špůrek (1973) which
were summarized by Vařilová and Zvelebil (2007). They concluded for the period 1880–1987 that rockfalls with volume $\geq 10^2$ m$^3$ occurred with frequency 0.177 per year and rockfalls with volumes $\geq 10^3$ m$^3$ occurred with frequency 0.093 per year.

Recent (2001–2010) rockfall inventory for the České Švýcarsko National Park area captured rockfall frequency of 6.6 per year. Only one case with volume $\geq 10^2$ m$^3$ was recorded. The most frequent rockfalls have volumes between $10^{-2}$ m$^3$ and $10^{-1}$ m$^3$ (see Fig. 4). Those relatively low volume events can cause high losses in the most exposed areas (populated areas, traffic corridors or touristic trails) found in the Hřensko municipality or along the international railway corridor.

More detailed rockfall inventory between years 2003 and 2009 prepared for the Hřensko municipality shows rockfall frequency of 1.14 per year (Table 1). This inventory includes events with volumes $< 10^1$ m$^3$ (from 0.002 m$^3$ up to 10 m$^3$) and this frequency was used for the hazard calculation. It has to be noted however, that the hazard could be even higher, since preventive remedial works on 20 potentially unstable rock blocks (with volumes from 0.1 m$^3$ to 35 m$^3$) were conducted during the period 2003–2009 in the Hřensko municipality.

Historical data show that the seasonal rockfall occurrence peaks in January (and November) which are months with the most frequent rockfall occurrences along the Elbe River during the period of 1901–1950 (Vařilová, Zvelebil 2007). This is mainly due to the fact that occurrence of small rockfalls is connected with regular freeze-thaw periods and heavy rainfall episodes. Wedge-effect of tree roots along with wind-thrown tree fall events contribute significantly to the rockfall origin as well.

Fig. 4 – Number of rockfalls of specified volume registered between 2001–2010 within the České Švýcarsko National Park (source 2001–2010 rockfall inventory of the ČSNP). Registered volumes vary from $10^{-4}$ m$^3$ (0,00X) to $10^2$ m$^3$ (X00).
A quantitative calculation of rockfall hazard was undertaken by applying the following formula:

$$ H_{RF} = RF \times P_S \times I $$

where $H_{RF}$ is rockfall hazard for the specified boulder size, $RF$ is rockfall frequency, $P_S$ stands for spatial probability of an area exposed to rockfall and $I$ is rockfall intensity (in kJ). A scenario with a rock block of 2.5 m$^3$ (5,000 kg) was calculated. This block was the largest found on past rockfall accumulations. The scenario was calculated for both of the modelling codes.

The resulting hazard areas delimited by the model were classified into three classes, according to intensities of possible rockfalls. The classes were delimited according to a Swiss methodology (OFAT, OFEE, OFEFP 1997) used in rockfall hazard assessment. The lowest hazard class covers area where potential rockfall can reach intensity of less than 30 kJ. Medium hazard class covers areas between 30 and 300 kJ rockfall intensities and the high hazard class comprises areas of rockfall intensities higher than 300 kJ.

Calculation of risk (i.e. probability of adverse effect due to rockfall hazard – Blahút, Klimeš 2011) was performed on buildings in the both study areas. For this specific risk to buildings, vulnerability values were derived from the Swiss methodology (OFAT, OFEE, OFEFP 1997). In the low risk class only light damage to houses is possible, as the impact force of the falling block does not exceed 30 kJ. The medium risk class is characterized by possible moderate to high damage with boulder impact forces between 30 and 300 kJ. In the high risk class, buildings are likely to be totally destroyed, as the impact forces exceed 300 kJ. The monetary value of the buildings was not taken into account, so as a consequence only the probable state of the buildings after rockfall was the result of the risk analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Rockfall date</th>
<th>Total volume</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>April 2003</td>
<td>0.002 m$^3$</td>
<td>fall of thin rock slab on the hotel’s roof, by wedging of roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>January–February 2004</td>
<td>1 m$^3$</td>
<td>Fall/slide of rock block, by anthropogenic destabilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>spring 2004</td>
<td>1 m$^3$</td>
<td>tree fall caused falling of rock blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>August 2006</td>
<td>0.65 m$^3$</td>
<td>fall of separate block from the rock slope on the road, by the erosion (after intensive rainfall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>August 2006</td>
<td>4 m$^3$</td>
<td>rockfall on parking lott by tree fall/windthrow during storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>February 2007</td>
<td>1.6 m$^3$</td>
<td>toppling and fall of rock slab, by wedging of roots and water saturation of rock slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>September 2007</td>
<td>0.08 m$^3$</td>
<td>rockfall from cliff face on the pavement, by erosion of the rock slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hřensko</td>
<td>October 2009</td>
<td>9–10 m$^3$</td>
<td>outhang fall on to the road, by the water saturation together with frost affect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Hazard analysis

Results from the quantitative hazard analysis are shown on Figure 5. For both study areas and both modelling codes past rockfall runout zones were used for calibration. The CONEFALL model was calculated with 35° shadow

Fig. 5 – Rockfall hazard maps for the different study sites and models applied. A: Hřensko – CONEFALL model, B: Hřensko – RockFall Analyst, C: Dolní Žleb – CONEFALL model, D: Dolní Žleb – RockFall Analyst.
angle, while the RockFall Analyst used for majority of the area (forests) the restitution coefficient of 0.2, tangential restitution coefficient 0.5, and friction angle of 30°. As it can be seen in both study areas, the CONEFALL model shows different shape of the runout zones, compared to the RockFall Analyst. This is caused by the fact, that CONEFALL code models the rockfall like sliding over DEM surface, while RockFall Analyst models propagation of individual blocks, including trajectories, showing bouncing and free fall. The raster hazard maps showing maximum energies of falling block were prepared and classified according to the Swiss methodology (OFAT, OFEE, OFEFP 1997) into three classes showing high, medium and low hazard zones.

By comparing the maps in the Hřensko area, CONEFALL delimits a total of 768,875 m² of hazardous area with 49.8% in the high hazard class, 41.5% in medium hazard class and the remaining 8.7% in low hazard class. The RockFall Analyst delimits as hazardous 822,375 m², with 45.9% in the high hazard class, 43.5% in the medium hazard class and 10.6% belongs to the low hazard class with maximum impact energies lower than 30 kJ.

In the Dolní Žleb area, CONEFALL delimits 722,050 m² as hazardous area, with 72.7% in the high hazard zone, 21.9% in medium hazard zone and only 5.4% in the low hazard zone. The RockFall Analyst predicts as hazardous 630,175 m², with 52.1% in high hazard zone, 36.9% in medium hazard zone and 11% in the low hazard zone.

In case of Hřensko study area, the applied model does not show large differences, neither in the total area predicted as hazardous, nor in the share of the hazard classes. Much larger differences exist in case of the Dolní Žleb study site. There the difference can be caused by different profile of the slopes, compared to Hřensko (Fig. 2). In Hřensko the slopes are very steep in their whole profile and the resulting effect is that the propagation zones and hazardous areas are restricted to the entire narrow valleys. In Dolní Žleb, steep slopes are present mostly in the upper part, while the lower parts are covered by dense forests. This causes that the RockFall Analyst, which uses properties of surface for the calculation of the runout zones, delimits smaller hazard area than CONEFALL, which does not take into account this parameter.

It can be clearly seen from the Figure 5, that RockFall Analyst more precisely delimits the rockfall runout zones as it is based on calculation of rockfall trajectories. This is, together with the above discussed incorporation of surface properties, the main advantage of this modelling code, compared to CONEFALL. As a consequence, the outputs of the RockFall Analyst modelling are better applicable for consequent risk analysis. However advantage of CONEFALL remains in the fast data processing with no need to incorporate surface properties for a preliminary estimation of the rockfall runout zones.

### 4.2. Risk analysis

From a total of 113 buildings in the Hřensko area, 95 are at risk from rockfalls in the CONEFALL model. Most of them are at risk of total destruction (82), nine of them are at risk of being moderately to highly damaged and four can suffer light damage. The RockFall Analyst delimited 89 buildings being at
risk, 63 of them at risk of total destruction, 24 at risk of moderate-high damage and two at risk of light damage.

In the Dolní Žleb area, 89 buildings are present. The CONEFALL model delimits only 16 of them being at risk. Six buildings are at risk of moderate-high damage, 10 at risk of total destruction. The RockFall Analyst delimits only seven buildings being at risk from rockfalls. One building can suffer light damage, two buildings can be moderately to highly damaged and four buildings are at risk of being totally destroyed.

From Figure 6 it can be seen the share of building risk classes for the respective models and study areas. Most of the buildings are at risk of total damage in the Hřensko area. This is mostly caused by the local geomorphology, which limits the urbanization to the highly hazardous narrow valley bottoms. On the contrary, lower slopes of Dolní Žleb allowed building directly on the slopes farther from the dangerous rock cliffs. This permitted to allocate the buildings in safer conditions than in the Hřensko village. As a consequence, buildings in Dolní Žleb are at much lower risk than in Hřensko. It has to be noted however, that in both cases and both modelling results, the majority of the affected houses is likely to be totally destroyed due to very high impact energies of falling rocks. At the same time, the scenario based on 2.5 m³ falling blocks could be conservative, as it is likely that some of the blocks will further disintegrate during falling and the impact energies will dissipate. For that reason, more tests are needed, incorporating different volumes of falling blocks.

4.3. Limitations and uncertainties

There are several limitations and uncertainties, which have already been discussed. However, some general limitations and recommendations can be
summed. According to Bell and Glade (2004) the resulting risk values indicate a considerable uncertainty due to the uncertainties inherent in each input factor of risk analysis. Main limitation of susceptibility and hazard analysis is usually connected with the spatial resolution and reliability of the inputs. This uncertainty is highly reduced by using high precision LiDAR elevation data, which play a decisive role in spatial prediction of rockfall runouts (Lan et al. 2010). There is high uncertainty connected with the definition of starting zones of the rockfalls. Not all mapped sandstone cliffs are equally susceptible for the rockfall occurrence. This uncertainty may be overcome by using results of detailed field expert mapping and ranking of the unstable rock blocks. It was performed only within the Hřensko area (Šebesta et al. 2000; Zvelebil, Vařilová, Paluš 2005; Zvelebil 2007). Other uncertainty is connected with the estimation of rockfall frequencies, which is based on limited historical catalogues. The high magnitude events are captured in sufficiently long time period (1880–1987), but lack spatial resolution and we need to assume that huge amount of small events ($\geq 10^1$ m$^3$) is missing in this dataset. On the other hand, the rockfall inventory performed for the period 2003–2009 captured all events, which occurred within the České Švýcarsko National Park, but its reliability is limited due to short time span. Application of regional (CONEFALL) and slope scale (RockFall Analyst) rockfall modelling codes provided us two different risk zonings of the studied municipalities. End users (e.g. local administration) does not have expertise to decide which is more appropriate for their use and presenting them with two different risk zoning may cause confusion. We suggest that results of RockFall Analyst should be used for the regional scale development planning purposes as the model considers more closely the slope morphology and characteristics.

5. Conclusions

In the presented manuscript the rockfall hazard and risk was analyzed within the selected municipalities of Northwestern Czechia. Two different models showed highly similar results of the rockfall hazard assessment in the study area with steep (36°–50°) and relatively short (up to 200 m of horizontal distance) slopes covered with equally distributed forest (Hřensko town). On the other hand, resulting rockfall hazard zoning of the study area (Dolní Žleb) with comparable lower slope dip (20°–35°), slopes with 350 m of horizontal distance and presence of dense forest in the lower part of the slope was significantly different. The CONEFALL software delimited larger area as being hazardous and the share of the high hazard zone was 20% larger than the one defined by RockFall Analyst, which identified low rockfall hazard on two times bigger portion of the studied area than the CONEFALL software. The differences are being caused by more complex input information used in the RockFall Analyst representing local slope and energy loss coefficients of the falling boulders as well as the fact that CONEFALL calculations simplifies the modelled rockfall considering sliding of rock blocks rather than its falling and bouncing. We can conclude that the RockFall Analyst maps the rockfall hazard more realistically in a variety of natural conditions especially within the studied region.
Risk was analyzed for the buildings exposed on the hazardous areas with respect to prospective degree of damage to buildings caused by rockfalls. For each building the potential rockfall impact forces were extracted and prospective damage was assessed. The risk analysis based on the CONEFALL model were in both study areas more conservative assigning higher number of affected buildings as well as buildings predicted as being totally destroyed by the rockfalls. This finding further stress the model differences as the risk assessment directly depends on rockfall impact forces calculated by the models. Also in this case we suggest that the RockFall Analyst provides more realistic input data for the risk assessment. Irrespective of the applied rockfall modelling software, calculated risk to buildings differed significantly in the two study areas. Higher risk (shown by high portion of more severely affected buildings) was determined in the Hřensko municipality due to steeper and shorter slopes, which produce rockfalls with higher impact forces.

Comparison of two different rockfall hazard models over the same study areas with comparable input data allows more precisely to define conditions under which they are capable of producing reliable outputs. It favours more complex RockFall Analyst software over the more general approach used in the CONEFALL model. Reliability of the rockfall hazard assessment was in both cases significantly improved by using high resolution topographic data and application of detailed rockfall inventory. However, for a proper risk assessment more information considering vulnerability and value of the exposed buildings is needed.
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Shrnutí

KVANTITATIVNÍ HODNOCENÍ OHROŽENÍ A RIZIKA ZE SKALNÍHO ŘÍCENÍ VE VYBRANÝCH OBČÍCH NÁRODNÍHO PARKU ČESKÉ ŠVÝCARSKO, SEVEROZÁPADNÍ ČESKO


V případě obce Hřensko iden-tifikařily oba programy přibližně stejnou plochu ohroženou skalním řícením. V zastoupení jednotlivých tříd ohrožení bylo velmi podobné. Nicméně ve studované oblasti Dolní Žleb byl výsledek obou programů odlišný. Lišila se jak celková plocha území ohroženého skalním řícením (ta byla o skoro 100 000 m² větší v případě výsledků programu CONEFAQ), tak její zastoupení do jednotlivých tříd ohrožení. V tomto případě bylo použito podrobného digitálního modelu území vytvořeného na základě dat LiDAR (Správa NP České Švýcarsko, © TU Dresden, IPF).

Rozdíly v hodnocení ohrožení a rizika ze skalních řícení ukázaly na rozdíly v metodice jejich stanovení u obou použitých modelovacích programů. V případě obce Hřensko identifikovaly oba programy přibližně stejnou plochu ohroženou skalním řícením. V zastoupení jednotlivých tříd ohrožení bylo velmi podobné. Nicméně ve studované oblasti Dolní Žleb byl výsledek obou programů odlišný. Lišila se jak celková plocha území ohroženého skalním řícením (ta byla o skoro 100 000 m² větší v případě výsledků programu CONEFAQ), tak její zastoupení do jednotlivých tříd ohrožení. V tomto případě bylo použito podrobného digitálního modelu území vytvořeného na základě dat LiDAR (Správa NP České Švýcarsko, © TU Dresden, IPF).
Obr. 1 – Lokalizace studovaných oblastí – obce Hřensko a Dolní Žleb.
Obr. 2 – Typické podélné profily svahy v lokalitách Hřensko a Dolní Žleb vytvořený z digitálního modelu reliéfu odvozeného z měření LiDAR (Správa NP České Švýcarsko, © TU Dresden, IPF). Šipky ukazují pravděpodobné zdrojové oblasti skalních řícení. Umístění podélných profilů ukazuje obr. 3.
Obr. 3 – Stínovaný reliéf studovaných oblastí byl vytvořen s použitím dat LiDAR (Správa NP České Švýcarsko, © TU Dresden, IPF). Vyznačeny jsou potenciální zdrojové oblasti skalních řícení (vlevo studovaná oblast Hřensko, vpravo Dolní Žleb), stejně jako podélné profily z obr. 2.
Obr. 4 – Četnost skalních řícení podle kubatury spadlých bloků zaznamenaných v letech 2001–2010 v Národním parku České Švýcarsko. Objemy jsou v rozmezí 10^{-4} m^3 (0,00X) až 10^2 m^3 (X00).
Obr. 6 – Podíl budov v jednotlivých třídách rizika z ohrožení skalním řícením v Hřensku a Dolním Žlebu. Vnitřní kruh pro program CONEFALL, vnější kruh pro program RockFall Analyst.
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